
Through the American Rockies
on the Northern Pacific

Mount Spokane, a massive rock hill overlooking the
rugged country about Spokane, on the eastern edge
of the Inland Empire, takes its name originally from
the Spokan<' tribe of Indians, whose forefathers
lived virtually under its shadow.

Mount St. Helens, visible between Napavine and
Chehalis, is a 9,750-foot snow-coveled picture
mountain, famed throughout the Northwest for its
beauty. Seen across Mirror Lake, it forms a mem
orable awe~inspiringpicture.

Mount Rainier, probably the best known of all the
Cascade Range, rears its snowy crest up from the
heart of Rainier Natiooal Park, surrounded by the
Tatoosh and other ranges. It is 14,408 feet high
and wears a tremendous greatcoat of many glaciers.

The Beartooth Mountains, second range visible to
the westbound Northern Pacific traveler, rises in
rugged majesty to the southwest between Billings
and Laurel, Montana. Here are the vacation play~
grounds of many of Montana's celebrated HOude"
Ranches.
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Mount Adams, 12,250 feet, is a snow-capped dome
visible from the train between Napavine and Che.
halis, Washington--one of the outstanding peaks of
the Cascade range.
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Mount Hood, among the most beautiful of the Cas
cade peaks, rises 11,225 feet above sea level, east
of Portland, Oregon. "Ooe sharp, angular peak and
only one, a mammoth, natural, alabaster~likepyra
mid'" May be seen from Northern Pacific S. P.
& S. trains on North Bank of Columbia River.

28 Ranges of Mountains
Seen from Northern Pacific Trains
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